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Over 60 Mystical Circles to Color and DisplayElevate your inner harmony by coloring the stunning

illustrations of Zendoodle Coloring: Meditative Mandalas. Each of these gorgeous, unique designs

offers you the opportunity to relax and tap into your own artistic abilities.Ã‚Â· Each page is

perforated, making it easy to frame and display your art.Ã‚Â· You can use colored pencils, crayons,

or markers - there is no right or wrong way to do it!Ã‚Â· Coloring is a great way to unplug and

de-stress, and anybody can do it!Ã‚Â· Soothing designs perfect for art therapyÃ‚Â· Instant stress

relieverÃ‚Â· Original designsÃ‚Â· 8.5 x 10 tear-out pages fit for framingÃ‚Â· Part of a New York

Times bestselling series!P
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Julia Snegireva is a Russian artist and illustrator who lives in Moscow with her husband and two

daughters. Drawing inspiration from her travels across Russia, ornate Slavic artistry, and her native

Ural Mountains, Julia produces intricate mandalas and beautifully detailed patterns.

I wish I could give this book a higher rating because the designs are very nice. However, the paper

is flimsy and there are design elements that are not divisible so you cannot stripe or trio colors

without having an "odd man out." To me, that really limits options for coloring. The designs are hand

drawn so you will see that nothing everything is picture perfect as if it was computer generated. I do



appreciate the perforated pages and the designs being on one side of the page.

This is my favorite mandalas coloring book. I started to focus on this shape last fall and went

through a number of other mandala books and kits. I learned a lot about color schemes, etc. But this

book has the right level of everything: variety, widths of coloring spaces, black accents, and so on. I

am buying a second copy today. Like other colorists, I have found this same artist's "Best of" book

disappointing and not challenging (or too small) but this book is truly perfect.

I am just beginning to try Adult Coloring Books for stress and pain relief. This is a lovely book, chock

full of challenging designs. I am being humbled by the fact I have little color sense! So my coloring

pictures are less than what I hoped to achieve, but I'm learning.

I love to color, and the art in this book is really beautiful and inspiring. A lot of the mandala books

out there have the same art, but this book is different, and I'm really enjoying coloring it. The

designs are intricate, but not too difficult to color. Best of all, the pages are perforated, so I can

frame some of my creations to give as gifts. Definitely recommend!

I love it. I love coloring mandalas and this book is perfect for all you mandala lovers out there. I will

have so much fun coloring these. I would definitely purchase this book for anyone who loves

coloring mandalas. It has lots of different designs and patterns on each one. I love having so many

pictures to chose from to color.

I love these coloring books and will buy more, like that they are not so small in the lines for coloring I

like the designs bigger like these are. Great book.

I am new to the adult coloring world but have fallen in love with it! Love the Zendoodle line!

I love coloring mandellas. So this is a great book. I tear all my pages out to color, because I use

many different types of pens and brush pens. These are very nice and fun to color.
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